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Introducing: The +77 Most Powerful Strengthening Prayers Do you need God's strength? Do you

need someone to lift you up? What if we told you the answer has been there with you all this time?

Odds are, you know deep inside what the path to feeling motivated is. The answer is within the

bible. The answer is prayer. The problem? You might feel like you don't know where to start, or you

may need some inspiration. And that's exactly why we created this prayer book. Strength Prayers +

Daily Habit = A Better You We all know it's not easy to feel motivated every single day. But what you

might not realize is it's fairly easy to set the stage for an outstanding day with just a few key actions.

The essence of daily prayer is to elevate our heart to Jesus and ask him to guide us on our journey,

building a ritual that you can follow on a daily basis. Motivation prayers work because you eliminate

the stress of relying on your own strength to get through your day. Your goal is to simply focus on a

single prayer at a time (they only a take few minutes to listen to). You start by listening to an

inspirational Bible verse and then you move on to a prayer. All you have to do is listen to this

audiobook and follow it at your own pace. That's the essence of daily prayer.
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The +77 Most Powerful Strength Prayers--this is surely inspiring. Reading one prayer a day is

already promising, but to have 77+ prayers that will encourage us to have a more stable and

stronger faith is something readers should be thankful for. I find this book very motivating and

inspiring. Having taken from the best book ever written, the prayers here will surely uplift anyone

who needs it during the time he needs it most. I am so glad that I came across this amazing book.



I never felt peace of mind until I turned to prayer. Prayer changes our outer circumstances and it

changes our inner disposition. Prayer truly is the lifeblood of the saints. Prayer is a heart turned to

God, seeking rest and solace in the hands of its creator. Prayer is great for the future, but it is more

effective in the present moment. This book contains very effective prayers that transform your life

totally. Author has presented over seventy prayers that are designed to strengthen you, encourage

you, and embolden you to live the life.

I have read quite a number of books on motivation and building positive thoughts to change your life

but this book ranks top of the charts.The best solutions are always from up above and this is what

the author has done;teaching you how to connect to the source of solutions with over 80 powerful

prayer points that will turn your life around for the best.This book is like teaching you how to pray

right and have quick response from God the author and finisher of our faith.

This book was created with the best aims at heart, it reveals the numerous benefits of prayers and it

reveals the numerous benefits of prayers and nurture one into a prayer mantle to help elevate our

hearts to Christ. Such prayers outlined here are epic as they are motivational prayers which work a

great deal at eliminating every negativity and help one start a new day energized with power from

on high.

Very important and helpful book for me.i help me a lot to learn many things. I thought that buying

this book is ridiculous because I do not need it. However,while reading the book, I realized that

there are many things that I often set aside when I am praying. i got back to the God.it help me a lot

to recover me.i must recommend this book for God lover.

The bible instructs us as christians to pray without ceasing. Prayer is the key. Christ asked us to ask

anything in his name, as long as we don't ask amiss, it will be granted.This book contains powerful

prayer points, essential for maintaining good spiritual relationship with God

There are times on our lives where we feel so down, depressed or we have that heavy feeling

where everything you do doesn't make sense and you just want to give up. I know I do. It's so nice

to read books like this, you know. I can't explain the feeling but there's like a warm and happy

feeling deep inside when you read the prayers.



Very enlightening book! It's nice to read an enlightening book on a Sunday for your faith and for

spiritual uplifting.The verses and its explanation in this book are very helpful and glad to read

it.Surely recommend it!
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